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The discovery of the researcher from Alicante Vicente Ibáñez Orts, published on current year in
in "Newspaper from Menorca", under in title from " vessels from in cave from all Luke
(Ciutadella)", certificate in importance from Menorca like first dot Protohistoric period of the
Iberian Peninsula, included in the maritime movement of the Mediterranean. Western in the era
from bronze. publications edited before the date raised in Existence one _ route nautical, -
possibly devoted to traffic commercial, warlike or pirate-, confirmed behind various pictograms,
which they have was discovered in in latest decades in various points from in geography
Spanish.The cave "Tot Luke" was chosen by the indigenous people of the island What
sanctuary, in in which understand petitions a them deities, through in sacralization of certain
objects consistent in characters D emblems deities. All This is with in goal from make sure a well
navigation, rid from failures.Eastern Mediterranean, like Cyprus, dates from the 3rd Bronze Age
and taken in turn from Tell Iraq's sanctuary middle east place primitive where the cult of the
"Goddess of the Eyes" was practiced (11). While on the peninsula Iberian, the indicated
symbolic image is dated between 2000 and 1500 BC, for the case of Otinyar (Use of signs
deities circular used in other points The Jaén) (12). And related to the Bronze Age, in the case
Deia (Majorca) (13). Although there are links to divine circles belonging to the image of the
"Goddess of the Eyes" in the deposits located in Albacete and Andalusia Western (fourteen).
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before in IllustrationBibliographyFirst part1.1. Menorca in maritime transport in Western
Mediterranean during in Age from BronzeThe discovery of the researcher from Alicante Vicente
Ibáñez Orts, published on current year in in "Newspaper from Menorca", under in title from "
vessels from in cave from all Luke (Ciutadella)", certificate in importance from Menorca like first
dot Protohistoric period of the Iberian Peninsula, included in the maritime movement of the
Mediterranean. Western in the era from bronze. publications edited before the date raised in
Existence one _ route nautical, -possibly devoted to traffic commercial, warlike or pirate-,
confirmed behind various pictograms, which they have was discovered in in latest decades in
various points from in geography Spanish.1.1.1. All Luke, sanctuary nauticalThe cave "Tot Luke"
was chosen by the indigenous people of the island What sanctuary, in in which understand
petitions a them deities, through in sacralization of certain objects consistent in characters D
emblems deities. All This is with in goal from make sure a well navigation, rid from
failures.Eastern Mediterranean, like Cyprus, dates from the 3rd Bronze Age and taken in turn
from Tell Iraq's sanctuary middle east place primitive where the cult of the "Goddess of the Eyes"
was practiced (11). While on the peninsula Iberian, the indicated symbolic image is dated
between 2000 and 1500 BC, for the case of Otinyar (Use of signs deities circular used in other
points The Jaén) (12). And related to the Bronze Age, in the case Deia (Majorca) (13). Although
there are links to divine circles belonging to the image of the "Goddess of the Eyes" in the
deposits located in Albacete and Andalusia Western (fourteen).unique investigator -Connected
with Menorca-, which raised in year _ 1953 a hypothesis close to the approach presented here
is due to Maurice Deriber, for Minorca cave s´Encantament ", who met chronologically in age
from Bronze (fifteen).three circles are in performance from in "Goddess Mum", guarantor from
matriarchy that existed in prehistoric times. He was worshiped in in the form of a trinity, so the
sculpture of three round figures. Each of these three emblems symbolizes growth; love and the
battle; and death and divination (16). Therefore, reading the engraving “That Luke" will consist of
requests made by the indigenous people of the island, in their supreme deity female, "Mother
Goddess" or "Eye Goddess", to whom they asked protection D prosperity behind in nautical



plunged in in ships, getting rid of them from in Actions warlike, D from in death.representation
from in engravings from various idols big-eyed, behind in case from eastern parietal region of the
cave "Tot Luke", next to two marine sculptures, herald the influence of the extra-peninsular
Mediterranean peoples who established on the island and which at the same time confirms D
ratify, create in Menorca, a commercial, military or pirate sea route, carried out in the Epoch
Bronze.1.1.2. All Luke en trade route with in Mediterranean Sea OrientalHe hallaz go from "All
Luke", wide in subsequence from engravings nautical discovered in Spain.The first discovery
was published in 1974 by Alonso Romero. find in the city of Borna was characterized by
resemblance to boats Cypriots (17).The second of these was published in 1978 by Giles and
Saez. They are characterized swim, use oars and have a rounded stern turned inward with a
mast central, crowned with a round element, in one of the boats; Bye that another of the ships
has a straight nose, a curved stern is also inward. This is true from chronologically come in in III
D II millennium BC, (eighteen).The third marine discovery was published in 1995 by Costas-
Romero in area of Santa Maria de Oya (Galicia). This is an elongated boat raised stern and bow
and ready, mast and two "stays" on each side. goodbye in period recent Helladic IIIB2-
C” (nineteen).AT in same Population from And I It was discovered Other vessel, published in
2001Costa Peña Rey who defined "Aegean type" consists of a mainmast, two "Stays" - one on
each side, a hull with a straight bow and a curved stern facing inward" (twenty).What
contribution to research does the publication of the Tot Luke ships make? What In the Eastern
Mediterranean there was a maritime communication that reached the Mediterranean Sea.
Occidental, making stops at various points along the coast of the Iberian Peninsula, being the
island of Menorca - for now and until engravings are found - the first of in scales used behind in
navigators from in primitives civilization from in Protohistory to enter the mediterranean corridor
and reach Andalusia or Galicia, places where nautical pictograms have been discovered in
recent decades, boats with characteristics similar to those discovered by Ibáñez Orts in "Tot
Luke".could be, that once what they had produced first calculations coastal, Menorca to come in
a form part from a route nautical visited behind boats arriving from distant countries in which
trade was carried out commercial nautical in in century XIII BC, -like Cyprus or Egypt-, where in
Archeologyfound boats very similar to those exhibited here, belonging to the cave from "That
Luke".From made, in new route nautical from from Mediterranean Sea Oriental, It was inwho
presented the contribution of new orientalizing cults, such as the one offered "Goddess of the
Eyes" who was born at the Tell Iraq shrine in the Middle East, which settled in Cyprus -grave
from Kochati, dated behind Karageorgis, in in Bronze Ancient III-, divinity which was united by
the indigenous inhabitants of the Iberian Peninsula and Balearic Islands due to the maritime
influence of non-native seafarers on Age bronze, D presented through from iconic harbor in
shrines dedicated to matriarchal cults, performed in the deepest and most hidden part of the
interior from caves, co mo This in case from "That Luke".Among the few extant archaeological
finds in Menorca, before to find from in sculptures nautical from Ibanez Orts, belonging to Age
Bronze Age there is a reddish neck of a jug, which is echoed by Llompart Moraguez and



Mascaro Pasarius (21); similar parallels to learned pottery Florita Piedrabuena, and which at that
time was associated with the Tell Iraq site (22).1.2. Learning about the Mediterranean through
navigation in the era BronzeBetween II and 1 millennium BC, navigation in Mediterranean was
known in civilization That settled in them coast, mostly in empire Egyptians and Babylonians,
who formed the sea routes they conducted, in pills from clay (23).recent discoveries
paleopathological stand out in condition from definite infectious diseases of the existing
population in the Iberian Peninsula during meso-neolithic, Chalcolithic D Age from Bronze.
Exactly a exhaustive research on the brucellosis, colloquially referred to as " Maltese fever" or
"Cyprus fever", the infection of which occurred through the use of milk, and its derivatives -fresh
cheese-, determined that the study of bone remains found in provinces from Girona, Alicante
(24) and Castellón (25) ratify in Existence from contacts commercial nautical between the
Eastern and Western Mediterranean during period from in Age from Bronze. Maybe could exist
in incidence happiness_ _ diseases in the indigenous population of Menorca, as Professor
Campillo Valero points out, a expense, from his paleopathological study (26).1.3. Menorca on
Cypriot and Egyptian shipping routes in the first millennium BCSo far, bibliographic sources
have considered Egyptian influence. in Menorca, always associated with the Phoenician-Punic
trade, but this study requires demonstrate What in Island from Menorca It was recipient direct
from in culture h ypriot D Egypt OOO a through from in navigation, during in first millennium
BCSince the time of Protohistory , there has already been coastal shipping, which reported
Mediterranean Sea Oriental with in Western. Seems be which during in Mesolithic D During the
Neolithic era, there were various navigation schemes that were outlined to several points from
Mediterranean Sea.scheme from navigation Mesolithic from senior antiquity historical -in
turnstile a in first half from viii millennium BC-, This is documentation Warrior Ayuso in in Cypriot
Mediterranean (27).During the Neolithic era, navigation schemes were expanded towards
Western Mediterranean (28), even reaching the Atlantic Ocean, washing coast of the Iberian
Peninsula (29); and the North Sea - especially between Brittany French, D in islands from large
Brittany and Ireland- (thirty).During in Age from Bronze continuation be used in scheme from
navigationalready known, increasing with new scale points in The Iberian Peninsula (31), to
which adds the last opening marine sculpture found Ibanez Orts (32) which he has was
documented historically behind Carbonell Bevya (33).Parallel to the distant navigational chains,
sailors used a Series from scales coastal, with boats from minor stucco (3.4).The Eastern
Mediterranean was dominated mainly by Phoenician navigators. in first millennium BC, Already
which, in remains archaeological show which in boats they sailed day and night to come to their
Directions (35), -ports from Enkomi (Cyprus), Mersin (Turkey), Step, Akko, gave up, Byblos D
Ugarit (Mesopotamia), the islands of Rhodes and Crete (Greece) (36)-. However, in the era
bronze, the Cypriots already had knowledge of the Western Mediterranean, reaching in the
Iberian Peninsula, and Menorca, the first stop on the way (37), reaching more distant points
such as Borna (38), a hypothesis that advances research done until in moment by Warrior Ayuso
Kalvo triassic, for in Balearic Islands (39).From in Age from bronze, going historically behind in



periods from domainEgyptian-Phoenician-Punic-Helleno-Roman, in navigation continuous
Existence from cabotage (40).1.3.1. Menorca, recipient from in nautical EgyptianThe authors
What Fernandez Left, they were made echo from knowledge from navigation in the
Mediterranean, which was used by the Egyptians, against others like Guerrero Ayuso-Calvo
Trias, who attributed the appearance scarab found in Ibiza, to Phoenician trade (41).Egyptians
we connoisseurs from in navigation nautical in in Mediterranean SeaEastern and Western, and
thus it was described in the Books of Hermes Trismegistus (42): “(…) I am talking here about
things mortals, (...) but things coming from a person are in it or depend on it, such as sun
cultivation, pastures, construction, ports, navigation, communication and mutual exchanges,
which constitute ribbon plus strong come in in Male (…)".for long-distance navigation under the
guidance through astronomy (43): “(…) They will stretch out their fearless hands to the sea, and,
chopping wood from natural forests, they will cross from the opposite bank to look for each other.
They will pursue the innermost secrets of nature to heights and They want to learn sky
movements. And this is not enough: there will be no know more than the last point on earth that
they will want to search until the last dot from in evening (…)".Indeed, one could say that they
reached Menorca, since on the island Egyptian sculpture or sculpture with Egyptian influence -
Imhotep-Inmotet- has been discovered For whom adored by the Egyptians, and ancient texts
assure that this is a deity consecrated the temple on the Libyan mountain (44): “(...) So your
ancestor, oh Asclepius, in first inventor in Medicine, have temple in in mountain from Libya, athe
banks of the crocodile river, where what lies in he belonged the world, that is, his body; the rest,
the best part of it, or rather the same, for The principle of feeling and life is the whole man, he
ascended to heaven. Now he will help people in their illnesses by teaching them the art heal.
Hermes, my ancestor, after whom I bear the name, settled in his homeland, to which his name
has been given, listen to those who come there from afar to receive from in help D Health
(…)".In the Egyptian divine cosmogony, the image of "Imute" is sitting and bald , -What in
sculpture from bronze from imhotep, found in in Island from Menorca, discovered behind Rosello
bordoy in tower den Gomez- D to which one from in interpreters translated Asclepius Imutes
Spanus (45). Could this be related transcription of the name of the Egyptian-Libyan god of
medicine with sculpture Minorca? Imuty Spanus It's related to the name Spain famous on culture
Egyptian?Equally, in Egyptians we connoisseurs primitive geography Eastern and Western
Mediterranean, inhabited by the inhabitants of the countries Westerners as "staunch and fight
with the left hand, features that others the attribute on the right side belongs to them on the left
side" (46): "(...) And Horus said: "Why, my mother, people who are outside of our very St the
earth has less spirit open than our country? and Isis He replied: The earth stands in the middle
of the universe, like a man lying on his back and Looking up at the sky; its various parts react to
human limbs. She guides her look in the sky like his father, to follow his changes for changes
from the sky. Her head is on the south side, her right shoulder is towards the east wind, her left
shoulder is towards the Libyan wind, her feet are under the bear, her right foot is under tail, left
leg under Bear's head, hips under sky areas thus close to the Bear, the center of the body under



the center of the sky. The proof of this is that southerners that inhabit on the side their heads
nice head and cute hair; Westerners are firm and fight with their left hand, features that the
remaining attributes of the right side belong in them to the left side; those who are under the
Bear, differ in legs and beauty of the legs. Those who live a little further from the Wasp, in the
climate of Italy and Greece, differ beauty _ _ hips and hips, and therefore the trend they should
prefer men. Since this part of the body is the whitest, it also produces males. whiter. The sacred
land of our ancestors is located in means Wednesday from Earth, and being the center of the
human body, the box of the heart in which the soul resides, for this reason, my son, the men of
this country, who have the same qualities as rest men with intelligence and very wisdom higher
because heart of the earth breeds and feeds. Besides, my son, the South is cloud container;
there they meet, and from there, as they say, our river flows, when frosts are the most abundant.
Now where the clouds fall, the air darkens and fills with some kind of smoke that spreads like a
veil, not only in appearance, but in mind. East, Horus, my son, without stop being embarrassed
and warmed by the sunrise west by its sunset; in men from these regions usually do not have
very clear perception. The north, due to its cold temperature, thickens the mind at the same time
as the body. middle area, clear and Take it easy, is privileged as those who inhabit it; she breeds
in eternal peace, decorates and develops its products, fights alone with everyone, triumphs and,
What en well satrap a, does distribute among in defeated in fruits from his victory (…)".BUT
prophecy Egyptian announcement in in period understood come in in century V-II BC,-possible
date of writing the manuscript-, like the Phoenicians -who were in Libya-, would in successors
from in Egyptians in in domain Mediterranean Sea (47): “(…) Without However, since the wise
must foresee everything, there is one thing you must know, the time when it would seem that the
Egyptians observed the worship of the gods in vain with such piety and that all his holy calls
were fruitless and unsupervised. the deity will leave the earth and ascend to heaven, leaving
Egypt, your ancient dwelling, D leaving him an orphan from religion, private from in presence
from in gods.The country and the earth will be filled with foreigners, and not only holy things, but
what is even harder, religion, piety and worship of the gods will be ordered and punished by law.
So this land, sanctified by so many chapels D temples will be covered with tombs and the dead.
Oh Egypt, Egypt! Not your religions will leave only vague stories in which posterity will no longer
believe, and words carved in stone, speaking of your piety. Scythian, or Indian, or some other
barbarian neighbor, will inhabit Egypt. The divine will return to heaven, humanity is forsaken will
die behind whole and Egypt will desert, an orphan from Male D gods.I speak to you, holy river,
and proclaim the future. Waves of blood coloring your waves divine, overwhelm your shores,
death toll will surpass the living if any inhabitants remain, Egyptians only in language, they will
be foreigners in their customs. You cry, O Asclepius! There will be even sadder things. Egypt
itself will fall in apostasy, the worst of disease This long ago holy land, beloved gods for devotion
to his cult will be a perversion of the saints, a school of wickedness, the epitome of all violence .
And so, full of boredom in relation to things, man, no World will no longer have either admiration
or love. It will move away from both the past and the future. Among the boredom and fatigue of



souls there will be nothing but contempt for this huge Universe, this unchanging work of God,
this design glorious and perfect, multiple set of forms and images in which the will of God
generously wonders, he has United all in en show unique, in a synthesis harmonious, worthy
forever reverence, praise and love. Darkness will be preferred over light I know find in death Best
which in lifespan, D none will look to heaven.men religious this will happen behind Mad, in
unholy behind wise, in furious behind brave, worse for the better. Soul and everything connected
with it them - was he born mortal, can he hope for immortality? - all that I revealed to you until
now it will be nothing more than an occasion for laughter and nothing but vanity will be seen in it.
Will, even, believe me, the danger of death for those who adhere to the religion of reason. I know
they will establish new rights, a new law, and not a word, not a holy faith, religious, worthy of
heaven and heavenly things. A lamentable divorce between the gods and men! Only bad angels
left, they mixed with the unfortunate ones humanity, his hand on it; push her towards all evil
insolence, to wars, robberies, lies, everything that is contrary to nature souls. And the earth will
no longer have balance, the sea will no longer be navigable, the right course the stars in the sky
will be disturbed. Every divine voice will be doomed to silence, fruits earth will be spoiled, D it
will cease to be fertile; the air itself I know become dull en gloomy stupor such will old age
peace, religion D mess, confusion from all rule D from Everything is fine.When all are things I
know have compliment, oh Asclepius, So in Mister D Father, Sovereign God, who governs the
unity of the world, seeing customs and actions of people, will correct this evil by an act of his will
and his divine kindness; put an end to delusions and universal corruption, drown the world in
The flood, or This is will consume behind in Fire, or what will destroy for wars or epidemics and
will returnworld its first beauty, so that the world still seems admirable and adore, and may the
concert of praises and blessings still glorify God, who created D restored a So beautiful
construction site. East Renaissance from World, East reset all in well things, it's a holy
recompense and religion _ _ nature, will take place after the time set by the divine will, and
everywhere eternal, no start D forever and ever in same (…)".(48): "(...) Those who are to have
dominion on earth will be sent and established in end of Egypt, in the city built to the west, and
where, by sea and Earth, the whole mortal race will gather (...). He is in a great town, on the
mountain from Libya (…)".So far, bibliographic sources have considered influence Egyptian in
Menorca, always associated with the Phoenician-Punic trade, but this study requires
demonstrate What in Island from Menorca It was recipient direct from in culture h ypriot D Egypt
OOO through navigation in the first millennium BC to the detriment of Already classical theories
initiated behind pericot Garcia, against sample You I Michael (49).1.4. influence from in
navigation Turkish-Cypriot-Libyan en in architecture Menorcan protohistoricbuilding ramp shafts
that appeared in countries coastal from Mediterranean Sea Oriental, D we developed a through
from in navigation to in Mediterranean Sea Western through from two routes from navigation, -
which reasoned bordering in expenses and islands European; D in expenses next Oriental D
North African-. BUT through from statements currents from navigation could get statements
affects architectural features of the island of Menorca in the first millennium BC, since the



remains archaeological wells in existing ramp in the present in district "Asian Small", located in
Turkey, Syria, Palestine and Egypt, the place where the route passes nautical for him north from
Africa to in Western Mediterranean.In the 17th century, in the so-called "Snail Port" of Turkey, not
far from So called "Gulf from cocoa" (Turkey), yet existed remains from a construction megalithic
collection Water, similarity a in menorquina, such What Alonso de Contreras described in his
course (50): “(…) From this bay it goes west around the Seven Capes, where Carmania begins
(...) In this bay, in front of get in Cacamo is Puerto Caracol, it is closed and being inside it you
can't see way out, it has neither a population nor anything that could guard it, and it contains the
ruins of great buildings and between them a large cistern descending to it by more than 50
steps; have very well Water (…)".plantlove massane, large in research bold Serra D pericot -
quien raisedwith championship in influence from Syria D Palestine in statements building
Minorca-. He also expanded research from the Triassic compared with in existing in Jerusalem,
Megiddo, Hazzov and with Bir Yussuf in Egypt. And out Archaeologist Mitova Dzonova,
discoverer of a new discovery in Bulgaria. Behind your part plantlove described in wells in ramp
Menorca from construction prehistoric which I know they have found in in latest decades D in
hoop with building existing in Sardinia (51).The Turkish-Cypriot route would be the opposite of
the already indicated route linking Menorca. with Cyprus, through from islands from the
Mediterranean. It all started with Alejandretta Current "Iskenderun" in Turkey passed through
"Isla Prosalada" (Turkey), which also there were cisterns (52): “(…) In the strip of land of this
island there is a port and cisterns with well Water (…)".On the "island of Luistriga" (Sicily),
Alonso de Contreras also quoted that was reservoir built by the Turks (53): “(…) Desta, return
poniente 4ª al lebeche 40 miles, this is the island of Luistriga. It has a lot of coats water wood
and meat. They usually cut their palms there, and in the middle of the island there is a hole that
they have made in Turks where I know pick up in Water which Rains (…)".BUT through from in
route Cretan-Turkish-Libyan I know crossed _ "Cape Carthage" (Tunisia), - a place where, back
in the 17th century, a built-up and completely functioning, from order _ a thirty from tanks (54):
"(…) From in schooner a Tunisia 12 miles ahead tin to Tunisia. To the west side of the river bay
schooner Cape Cartago is located where ancient Cartago used to be, there are many ruins and
antiques. In that in the fleet there are 25 or 30 factory tanks with a neck similar to rams of galleys,
water can be made before the Moors come, for all that is abandoned. There are 10 or 12 posus
in the pier 2 miles west of this cape, where Ouch well Water (…)".Maybe could be Connected
with Las found en Torrello (Menorca) Plantalamora Masanet (55): “(…) In the southwestern
corner of the current enclosure Torrello has two mouth cisterns dug into the rock and an
irregularly shaped plant. The one from the west has two small cavities for settling, which also
clearly tangle the grooves driving water, which with all security is an collected from plate north
(…)".As you can see, the construction of ramp wells arose in countries coastal from
Mediterranean Sea Eastern and a through from in navigation to in Mediterranean Sea Western,
developed means average fingers routes navigation, -which they ran around in expenses and
islands European; D in off the eastern coast D In North Africa, these architectural influences



could reach the island of Menorca, during in first millennium BCremains archaeological wells on
existing ramp currently in areas of "Asia Minor", located in Turkey, Syria, Palestine and Egypt,
from where The sea route began from North Africa to the Western Mediterranean. For another
side, Bulgaria and Sardinia, are on the navigational contour addressed to European coast
through the Mediterranean islands to Menorca. But the influence of eastern architectural
structures, entrenched in Menorca through ramp wells, could also penetrate one of two ways,
since there was an intense commercial transportation between the coast of Libya-Turkey-
Cyprus, in the north-south and south- North.Behind Other side, in North African Coastal Route,
they existed Some Glasses collection of water , mainly at Cape Carthage (Tunisia), Punic
territory, where there were several cisterns, different from those in Asia Minor, and which could
be Connected with in Menorcan sandals from Torrello.I. Menorca in in scheme from
navigation come in in Mediterranean Sea Oriental- Western, during antiquity2.1. Phoenicians,
Greeks D Romans in in Mediterranean Sea West: MenorcaGuerrero Ayuso was one of the
maritime explorers of the Balearic Islands, who, together with more vigorously defended the
tessitura of Phoenician influence in the Balearic Islands. Behind speaking Author, in scheme
from navigation Phoenician reasoned behind in bay from a lion, delta from Ebro, Barcelona;
Levante coast to Ibiza; Ibiza, Mallorca and Menorca; Carthage, Ibiza, Cartagena, Cadiz; Liguria,
Rhone, Cap Creus; and Carthaginian routes Tyrrhenian southern. calm down in Suburb Punic
from Ibiza in year _ 654 BC, (56).In the inner contour of the Balearic Sea, he also mentioned
Pericot Garcia as the Carthaginian army moved from Cadiz to Ibiza, Mallorca and Menorca. For
his On the other hand, Llompart Morages also gave his explanation of how the Balearic people
participated in three wars Punic (57).Guerrero Ayuso, for his part, rejects the approach taken by
the maritime access to the Balearic Islands from the Eastern Mediterranean via in large islands
from Mediterranean Sea (58).sources classical reflection in the control which in marines
Carthaginians exercisedin the Western Mediterranean, which caused a delay in the
development first map Greek correspondent a in scheme nautical from Mediterranean Sea
Western made by Herodotus of Halicarnassus in the 5th century BC S., (59). knowledge of the
Greek geographer and historian, which is reflected in his map from the Mediterranean Western
Iberian, Name what provided to the peninsula Iberian. D in in the same Enter a name "Tartess".
AT speaking The map does not represent the Balearic Islands, but Corsica and Sardinia,
although not called, in front of Cartago, a toponym that was reflected on the map. But on the
other hand, on the second map of the "World" of Herodotus The Balearic Islands and, in
particular, the island of Menorca, located opposite the European continent. almost fully
deformed, D plus close a in Current France, which a Spain.these primitives cards Herodotus,
are in what did they use in navigators Greeks on their sea routes across the Western
Mediterranean for centuries classical antiquity, since it was not until the second century AD that
Ptolemy created his great map of the world, more adapted to the knowledge of navigation that
existed in present time.Fernandez Izquierdo, already highlighted in 1987 in his work “Maritime
Trade Ancient age: oil, wine, garum and other products”, which (60): “(…) period, around century



VI and V BC, Greeks reflect knowledge pretty accurate from parameter the coast of our
peninsula, which happened later, a long period covering part of the 5th, 4th and 3rd centuries
BC, which in the news the peninsulas are vague and often false (1). This is from the third century.
C. by occasion roman Conquest, when knowledge about our coast is expanding, based on the
writings of Strabo in Greek and the works of Mela and Pliny in Latin; along with Ptolemy. Plus
later they recalculated the "routes" and "Ora Maritima" Avieno (S.IV AD) (...)". D pointed out that
on the way to the Mediterranean islands, Menorca was part of the bridge islands leading to the
Eastern Mediterranean (61): “(…) Ebussus (Ibiza) and islands Columbia (English) Columbretes).
These last pillars bridge of the islands that lead from Iberia to Italy, through Ibiza, Mallorca,
Menorca and Sardinia (…)".Similarly, Pérez Vilatela, in The Homeric and Argonautic Exegesis of
the Extreme West, according to the school of Pergamum, affected the cabotage routes operated
Greeks between the Eastern and Western Mediterranean, according to the classical texts (62):
“(…) The return of the Argonauts, according to Timaeus, takes place on the border of Europe
with their from east to west, through Tanais (Don), Atlantic, Pillars of Hercules, Western
Mediterranean and Italy. Apollonius of Rhodes presents a very similar route following the course
of Eridanus. Looking for a fast track Access to East End to Western from Europe (…)".And he
added (63): “(…) Fosens, traveling along the Iberian coast at that time archaism in the form of
coastal shipping, not losing sight of the coastline, had certain preferences a in time from landfall
parameter connections to Mode symposium (PASQUIER, 1988 p. 323; BULUM IE, 1988 P. 343
Yes; OLM YOU, 1986 P. 593) frombanquets with wine -which we have visible confirmed What an
object from trade in Celtiberian behind Diodor- in Union with aristocrats barbarians (…)".Orfila
Bridges also raised bibliographically in influence from in navigatorsGreeks exercised on the in
islands Balearic Islands in in period Talayot III-IV (64).But this was between the II-I centuries. BC,
when knowledge of navigation greek was encouraged thanks to the opening and application in
navigation astrolabe (65).navigation Roman I know managed behind in display Greek behind
them interestscommercial and military in the Western Mediterranean (66). And his forays on
Peninsula Iberian and islands Balearic Islands they have was repeatedly cause from research
(67).2.2. "Menorcan slingers" spreading elements of Menorcan culture. in The Iberian
PeninsulaDuring the first millennium e., the native inhabitants of Menorca were connoisseurs
from in architecture prehistoric megalithic, behind This is which we in exporters of said
architectural knowledge to the Iberian Peninsula through deployment of troops carried out by the
"Menorcan slingers" from who it is known that left the island of Menorca to participate - for the
first time time-, in in war from Sicily, in year _ 406 BC, (68).Year 406 BC, This the date plus old
released in historians with regarding the departure of native warriors from Menorca. On the other
hand, Mascaro Pasarius, speculated that "Balearic slingers" fought in Sagunto, according to
sources classical (69). Orfila Pons (70), to his time, indicated who participated together army
Romance in "War" Galias", a reason that may be related to building protohistorical livestock
found in Castellon, Catalonia D South from France, quoted behind Meseger Folch.Menorca, De
Nicolás, published in 1983, states that "glands " lead from Roman times, used by the "Menorcan



slingers" in their campaigns. warlike, and this indicates that it was at that historical moment of
Roman domination when they replaced lead with the primitive materials used (71). For another
On the other hand, a study by Contreras-Mülle-Valle (72) shows the discovery lead head in the
provinces of Huesca and Castellon. And in Field numismatics, there are archaeological remains
of finds "both half-uncial and for free" in the strip between Ampurias and Cartagena (73). In
particular, the same coins we found in deposits archaeological from Menorca D some the cities
of Castellón - Pobla Tornesa and El Forcall - (74), pointing to Mateu and Llopis, that the
appearance of these coins in Roman Spain is directly related to " movements legionnaires
behind in decline from in peninsula D from in islands” (75).Historical and archaeological finds
show how in the first five centuries before the birth of Christ, there was a series of military
movements in which participated in "Slingers Minorca", connoisseurs from in technology
architectural constructive autochthonous from in protohistory. statements "Slingers",
fundamentally I know displaced to territory Castellón during in period from domination Roman,
formation part from his army. During in period warlike from bid, -which could be continuous or
intermittent-, used in technology constructive from in which they were connoisseurs, behind
activities _ livestock. said so architectural buildings formed the basis of later buildings, which
over the course of long from time they have kept.2.3. Architectural syncretism of Menorca in the
Iberian Peninsula through from in raids military from in "Slingers Minorca"recent research they
took a in light, one Series from building livestock existing in Maestrazgo (Castellón), whose
architectural style seems very similar to what was used in Menorcan pre-Talayot architecture -
during the first millennium BC,- built a base small stones D from use fundamentally
rancher.Minorca archaeological finds indicate that on the island of Menorca high growth
economic, D architectural during in Age from Bronze.Menorca was the first dot sea scale used in
The Iberian Peninsula, in the Bronze Age (76), what agglutinated the traffic nautical existing in
Western Mediterranean, from the Mediterranean islands - Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, Malta, Crete
and Cyprus - (77), from Asia Minor (78) and from the coast of North Africa. (79).Immersed in the
wide Mediterranean sea chain, Menorca It was absorbing in customs architectural from all in
culture which we arriving on the island, adopting its own architectural syncretism, but which, in
turn, It had very similar characteristics to other places in the Mediterranean basin. From In fact, a
study by Rosello Borda in 1963 (80) already pointed to parallels with Aegean Sea, Sicily,
Sardinia, Malta, Italy; with Majorca; D with other points of the Iberian Peninsula. Studies that
have been expanded by Plantalamor massane, in 1991 D in in which indicated in influence
French D sardino-nuragic (81).During the Bronze Age, the economy was predominantly rancher
and behind This is, in remains archaeological existing from in scene pretalaiotic they were
intended for animal husbandry. Plantalamore Masanet emphasizes that the type of building
pretalaiotic existing so much in Menorca Oriental, What Western, inhabited behind families
devoted a in cattle breeding and built with little stones Next in Technics from megalithism was in
shuttle from room (82).2.3.1. parallels between Menorca at Castellón (El Master)AT 1993
Meseger folch, I know made echo from in ancient building existing livestock in the "El



Maestrazgo" area of Castellón. Of these, he mentioned which colloquially they were called Adas
co mo barracks from Back" D barracks Plan This or Barres" (83) and alludes to the constructive
architectural precedents of the Neolithic and Mediterranean bronze. He adds that they were built
of stone and wood in accordance with dry stone construction equipment (84). This indicates that
its geographical position, and not it focuses only on Castellón, but also on Catalonia, southern
France, Italy and the Balearic Islands. (85). D Centre them parallels with in large shuttles
Menorcan sandals (86)."Barrak de Volta" are those that bear the greatest resemblance to
Menorcan room navetas (87): "(...) represent a general characteristic strength his walls to the
height of the door lintel. stones what makeup, put up are generally large D No usually be flat
behind below level indicated. Flat slabs, the use of which allows you to cover the maximum
surface in the smallest possible weight, always form a dome or "volta", which is obtained by an
approach from spun which go flying on the his instant below, to same weatherthat protrude.
They have no way out except access door; it is usually flat, with rustic ledges on the lintel
support, or it may be in the form of an arch, semicircular or lowered, composed of rude vusuars
which are plates flat and irregular put on a sardine Have a concavity in in inside from Wall, which
it serves from manger or "menjadora" behind in chivalry; In many cases, a platform or attic built
from beams Olivera built into internal walls barracks, Mr. which expanded a bed or barrier on
which to lie down to rest. Finally, indicate that the barracks they can to be released but This plus
stream find them in in fields D in cases built-in or integrated in in themselves (…)".However,
barracks plans or Barres", point to the architecture plus evolved Marketplace tent this is for your
construction They were used jointly stone and wood, material that was found behind pericot
Garcia, D employee behind support the roofs (88): “(…) This type of shelter has a rectangular
floor plan and walls of dry stone on which rests a frame of bars or trunks of olive trees in
supported by a layer of slabs, from which clay or "coal" soil is poured. waterproof the roof. The
inlet mouth usually occupies all the space left come in Yes in walls sides D deck, but in Some
prototypes No going on So (…)".2.3.2. use from architecture aquifers come in Menorca and
CastellónCollecting rainwater with cisterns and wells, It was from elementary importance en in
Island from Menorca from in protohistory. Specifically, mascaro Pasariy he emphasized from
Roman times situated en "Sant Vicente d'Alcaidus (Alaior), Tower Llafuda (Citadel), Bellavista
( Mercadal) Algaiarens (Citadel), Tower Shell (Citadel)" (89).Many of them were reused for daily
supply throughout in history, as noted Mascaro Pasarius (90).For his part, Orfila Pons pointed
out that in a Roman well in the port of Cala Figuera, in mahon, presented primarily a lobby from
era prehistoric, which was reformed by the construction of a monumental façade, in era Roman
(91).2.3.3. cults Romans in around Water in Menorca and CastellónRomans used in onion from
means average dot D in vault from Canyon, D This is up lycaron you too behind in construction
from aljib This (92).results archeology zhikos discovered in in latest decade ace in in Island
fromMenorca point to the ritualization of the Roman cult of water in the Cala well Figuera" (93),
through the construction of underground pipes, which Orfila Pons Connected with cult in
nymphs (94).Meseger Folch also influenced the existence of the Roman cult of water in Roman



fountain found in region "El Mestrasgo", in Castellón (95), from Peculiarities very Similar a in
excavated in "Scream Figuera, in Mahon (96).2.3.4. Participation from bear "Honderos Menorca
” en route from water
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